
Raju Rangoji 
Aspiring Full Stack Web Developer 

Self motivated computer science engineer with keen interest in coding. Highly skilled in communication,
collaboration, and technical skills. 

rajurangoji58@gmail.com 8519960366 

Nizamabad,Telangana, India linkedin.com/in/rajurangoji 

github.com/rajurangoji 

EDUCATION 

Master's of Computer Applications 
Nishitha degree and pg college 
08/2022 - Present,  Nizamadad 

MCA is a post-graduate
degree programme that
offers in-depth knowledge
about digital technologies,
computers and applications. 

Bachelors of science 
Nishitha degree and pg college 
07/2019 - 07/2022,  Nizamabad 

B.Sc is an undergraduate
degree program specialising
in computer science subjects

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

IMDB - find movies and Reviews (03/2023 - 04/2023) 
we can search any movies and also we can find the movie reviews. 
I have used a Rapid API to fetch the data from IMDB Api dojo. 

Contact Information Book using React.Js (05/2023 - 05/2023) 
Developed a website where we can store our personal contact information
which is responsive that can be used in desktop and mobile 
I have used a different type of Hooks to develop a website. 

E- commerce website (04/2023 - 04/2023) 
I had created a login functionality where multiple accounts can be login. 
we can find some products and we can add them to cart. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Intenship- frontend web developer 
callensights 
05/2023 - Present,  
working as an intern in a startup company as a front end developer. 

Allocated to a frontend web development . As an intern, my work
was to develop a website which is responsive. Developed a well
designed website producing HTML, CSS and JavaScript for a
website so that a user can see and interact with them directly 

The challenge associated with front end development is that the
tools and techniques used to create the front end of a website
change constantly 

The knowledge I have gained as a new developer on front end
development, new frameworks, and also how to work in an office
environment is splendid. 

SKILLS 

HTML CSS JavaScript Bootstrap5 React.Js 

Figma Git/Github SQL Three.js 

Creative web Thinking Leadership Creative Thinking 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Cricket winner's (04/2022 - 04/2022) 
winner's of sakshi cricket tournament held at mancherail at regional level in the
year of 2022 

Cricket winner's (02/2023 - 02/2023) 
Runner's of sakshi cricket tournament held at NIzamabad at regional level in the
year of 2023 

Wushu championship 
Secured SILVER MEDAL in wushu championship (state level) at LB stadium
Hydrabad. 

CERTIFICATES 

Full stack Web development (12/2022 - 06/2023) 
Successfully completed a Full Stack web Development course in vertocity,
Hydrabad ,which is a 6 months extensive program with hands on learning. 

LANGUAGES 

English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Telugu 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Hindi 
Professional Working Proficiency 

INTERESTS & HOBBIES 

Problem Solving Web development 

Game development Cricket 

Percentage - 8.3 SGPA 

Percentage - 84.0% 

Achievements/Tasks 
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